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ABSTFAcT.
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Conventional views of institutions would lead one to conclude that

appropriateness" for any particular organization role invglves'a calcula-

tion of identifiable.expectations. Such expectations; normally included

It

$
in role theory of organization 1, include formal rules, regulations, standard

operating procedures, informal routines and "demographic" personalistic fac-

tors (like experience level:age, type of skill training). On the other hand,

the concept of organizational socialization
2

§eems to have a clear cut focus

upon such aspects as the induction phase of aew members to identify a set of

role expectations (e.g. entry, transition, maintainance activities).

Yet, with the guidance of socialization and,tOle theory, there seems a

growing awareness of unobtrusive but obvious,"other" expectations which play
7

a large part*in determining the "appropriateness" of both,role and induction4

1
in organizations.

Among the labels identified with these "other" expectations are ambiva-

lent, institutional racism and feminism
3

. Beyond.theipopularized recognition

of the existance and ,effect of these inconsistent and unclear organizational

expectations (e.g. personnel practices such as "Minorities" hiring), there is

a lack of specification 'as to what these 'factors mean for role. As the data
. .

suggests, (e.g. Affirmative Action, collective; tegotiation) ambivalents, ra-

cists, feminists and other labels for unconventional role,expectations will
\

continue to be a part of a complete organizational classification. WhY then

does' there seem a lack of systemitic effort Alp deal with. Apecification of

thii type of expectations? Does the emotional trappings of such labelling

-2
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strip these expectations of credibility or significance? We assume another _

possibility; that lack of systematic study and specification maylildioate

wrong conceptual and methodological lens to approach the topic. While a dif-
,

ferent approach may ultimately lead to the same conclusion of an inability

to specify "unobtrustive" expectatiOn, it seems important to suggest other

starting points for an exploration to begin.

The-purpose of this paper is to discuss the unconventional expectations

associated with the label, "feminine" as it affects role referrents of pro-

.fessorship within higher education. It is hypothesized' that he present lack

of consistentrexpectations for,femal .faculty has created rofe:confusion which

cannot be alleviated by some simple manipulation of traditional bureaucratic,
. 4

male or induction role expectations. Specifically, crossleferencing the con-

ventional classifications of university professional,"male".induction and
1

female sexuality reveals two typet of role "inappropriateness" for the female

professor; (a) that which is, by n, in direct conflict with the tra-

ditional male induction model. a professor role that has no "correct" 11

Aexuality referrent.

I. The Emerging Female

With the possible exception of the '!bicentennial", felt labels bandied

ilabout as freely as the "wdMen's movement" (touching every hot topic from a-
....

i

,

bortions to new prototypes of potential presidential assassination). 'Like
t

other unconvpti'onal role expectations, it has become popular and "legitimate".

to talk glibl of femiriiSm as if there were ersal concrete referrents.

For example, the United *4;1;4 declared.1975 International Woman's Year, .
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the various states continue to debate the Equal Rights Amendment and- universi-

ties have witnessed a proliferation of Woman's Studies Programs
4

. However,

each of these examples have shown an illusion of commonality when attempts to

clarify specific, agreed upon indicators'of understanding are made. In an

effort to avoid the divisive political ramifications of such illusion, propo-

nents of the women's movement often establish a general format of one argu-

mentative premise and two remedial actions. The premise is that women have °

been undul discriminated against in their efforts to rise to humad and pro-

fessioaal roles that socially have been astigned a higher status. The two

most popular steps toward remediation are (a), increase the number of females

in formally held organizational (read male)positions 5
and (b) decrease sex role

stereotyping in the socialization of the young
6

. Within this broad,cciptext

the research and literature attempting to provide a clearer, picture of femin-

inism Has taken several distinguishable racteristics. First, there has

Esenia proliferation of "macro" cultural ses
7

focussed upon the-histori-

cal, anthropological role of women. For example* M. Z. Rosaldo and L. Lamphere
8

address the issue of female role confusion from a societal perspective and cite.

tie fundameptal reasons for its occurrence. They argue that female status is

based on participation in the ecionomid-13roduction process. Women's contribution

to subsistence is crucial to determining her status within a.particular society.

Two issues are identified: ,(l) Are women presently contributing tó the eConomic

subsistence o the society? If so, in that types of recognized positions?

(2) Within the smaller subculture bf the university and/or school district, are

women perceiVd-and recognized as fUll contributors to the subsistence of the

organization pr systems? In answering the issues the following type of conclusion

is drawn. In societies where domestic and political spheres are separated,. women
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are subordinate. ,Where they are integrated, equal status ill shared by men and

women. The American culture explicitly values the separation of these two

spheres. --The low number of females in politics is one of the most glaring in-

dicators. This invariably leads to the nature of the female role after entry'

into a male dominated position in organizations.

Studies of this type are interesting and, supported by impressive statis-

tics, validate the existence and scope of the problem. However; the very nature

of their conceptual and methodological focus does not allow operational defi-

nition of femininism as an independent variable in conjunction with other or-

ganizational expectations. Documentation of effeot (whether economic, politi-

cal, social or organizational) does not help specify how "femininism" is identi-

fied-and operates in organizational settings.

A second bodr,of "woman's" literature and research describes the entry and

exit conditions of organizations. This type of effort supports directly the

general argumentative premise and rationales for remediation. The usual format

emphasizes existing or potential ratios and quotas. 9

The third type of literat (and. even some research) is the emotional pre-

scriptions for "femininism." Most efforts-of this type cite several concrete

examples of discrimination and then, based upori the data, provide the reader

with the abstract prescription of "assert thyself".
10

We are not Suggesting that the three literature and research thrusts dig-
:

cussed above are without merit. On the contrary, sensitizing an apathetic

audience is often the mandatory, first step of "unfreezing" before detailed ex-

ploration can be attempted., However, none of the three thrusts focus upon

"feminism" as an- internali organizational expectation. The first two thrusts

look at broad "causes" or organizational effects. The third type of effort uses
//

internal examples in establishing licence to make broad pronouncements. We

5.
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feel all three thrusts.fail to provide a means to the understanding of the

"feminine" dilemma within the constraints of an organizational setting. The

following discussion attempts to provide another.perspective to the study of

women's role; the cross-referencing of organizational induction processes and

emerging role expectations for the female professor in higher education. As

will become apparent, focus upon internal conversion processes of an organi-

zation prOvides very different messages for the meaning of female role "appro-

priateness" than literature and research thrusts which concentrate upon the en-

virOnmental relation to the organization.
11

II. The Professorship, "Male" Induction and Female Sexualitz

Focus upon actual induction of a new member to an,organization raises

questions of "fit" between the existing precedents of "appropriateness" and

the inductee.- The professorship has both general university expectations and

other role commonalities which can account for acceptance or non-acceptance

bey9pexual distinction. The conventional specification of professor nor-

mally demands commitment to teaching, research, publication, university ser-

vice (read committee work) and field or community activities. There is no set

rationale of how a particular person may balance these expectations but these are

the areas which focus promotion, salary and tenure consideration. Consequently,

these provide one' base to judge "appropriateness." A related base are the non-

sexual referrnts whichjdistinguish a new member to their\colleagues. These
\.

.

,

\

may indlikle ag,/extent and type of experience and attitude (for example,

"cosmopolitan" versus local"12). In thp case of these two sets.of pofessor-

,

4

ship expectatioris, both the new female and new male inductee face the same.

problems of "fie,"

There is,' however, a second type of induction whit, t`; decidedly sexual;

one which we call "male." Male induction as a process of ,judging "dppropriate-

ness" evolves from both the role relation of the jarger society scoped into the

6

ILA
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cultural context of the university13 and the very numbers of present-male role

incumbents. For example, the typical view of a professional_woman in education

is that of teaCher,,and a female member of a College of Education staff is usually

Associated with teacher education, (especially elementary) or home economics) .

In "non-female° areas, such as educational administration, research or educational

psychology, a new female inductee may well represent the first "token" affirmative

action compliance,. effort.

Male induction has pne overt characteristic in relation to "appropriateness";

tile specialness of male role arrangements. This aspect of induction provides

entry for males to help mediate conflicts, of "fit", acce s to special areas (e.g.

menr;-room) off limits to women and access to specie rmation and methods of ,

is
communication (e.g. "off color" jokes). Theselrspecial aspects provide forums

and means to convey critical socialization expectations to the new inductee,(e.g.

where-lobbyingigor key' votes occurs before or during faculty meeting breaks),

This aspect of organizational induction allows person ized congruencies to grow

and cover or mediate role conflicts among males which result from professorship

expectations. Thus, a young, inexperienCed, highly specialized cosmopolitan

.professor may still find inductions commonalities with older, experienced, gen-

eralist, localized professors if the incumbents are male. Over time, the common

male referrent will bury the technical inconsistencies and the male professor

now "fits" the appro eness criteria of the precedent expectations.

The physical resence of females in orgutzational roles raises another

sexual connote, ion for induction. However, the sexual referrent for "female"

is-a'dominated status15. Further, when placed in an organizational role which,

4
by professorship expectations, may well indicate peer or superordinate relations

with colleagues, the confri-E9Pratus is obvious. The personal uncertain-

ties of any new inductee in how to "apt equal" on a "profesaionar-level forces

a sexual response. However, there, is:fict mnoothing male induction process to
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provide a vehicle for achieving congruency when the female is uncertain of the

"professorship" expectations. Thus, the female often attempts one of three

response patterns;.ape maleness (e.g. one of the boys), be.decidedly "anti-male"

(e.g. Good Ship Lollipop or swinger) or waffle between the two extremes and see

a psychiatrist (also be known as "teaser').

In terms of the specialiness aspect of male induction it is important .to

.emphasize thgit entry is not allowed to the female professor. Rather than the

process providing a bridge to commonality grounds; it heightens difference.

In the woman's case,, the youth, inexperience, cosmopolitan nature of the pro

fessor may extend sexual difference because there is no female induction

mechanism to provide a normative "override" blanket. In fact, just the apposite

occurs. Femaleness now becomes the rationalization tor the "non-fit" of the

other professorship characteristics
16

.

I

III Cross-referencing Sexual and Professional Expectations

The contention that there is no counterpart for male induction and that

female sexuality has no "appropriateness" standards for the professor role can

be further demonstrated. A cross referencing of terms associated with various

sexual models17 reveals strong meanings for what is "consistent" for both the

nonprofessional and professional lives of women. While the actual descriptors

are debatable (the reader can obviously add to each cell or argue with a par-
.

ticular placement) the schematic illustration confusion based on'

different forms.of sexual models which a female professor might try.

F

8
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Female Models: Expectations for Professionals
in Leadership Roles in Education

Traditional Female
Rola:

Sexually Consistent
.

/

(

Traditional Female
Roles:

Sexually Non- .

Consistent
(Male CharaCteristic)

Emerging4Non-
Traditional Roles:

Non-Sexual
,

mchild
I ri 0
m ,-Iwife

4-)

m
wi0 1-1

Psister
Ul (1)

cs-1 0

osubmissive
It
I

0 ufeminineo
z

domestic

oriented

mother

girl friend

"attractive"

career oriented
childless
aggressive
dominant , . .

. ,

outgoing

,

.

career oriented
home oriented
child oriented
equal responsibility
wife, mother, sister
girl friend, fellow
worker
upward mobile
"attractive"

to0

cd
',.,Early

wElementary0.1-4
1 blimited

-Pmnon-politicalI) o
cf-8 r4

4:,A
U

unattractive
"Old Maid"
mannish

Childhood Edn.
Edn.

expertise

non-threatening
secretary
teacher

competitive
upward mobile
aggressive
politically astute
administration
Ph.D, Ed. D.
university professor
superintendent
principal

.

competitive
competent.

Eveh a rather cursory examination of the matrix reveals inconsistencies in

model formation and terminology in all sexual cells, both in professional and

non-professional characteristics. The obvious contradictions, level of abstrac-

tion and-the inadequate number of descriptors in the professional/emerging sec-

tion, all demonstrate the inability to crossreference and achieve consistency..
AK

As previously\discussed, the large number of, women entering into educa-

tional leadership rdles is a recent'phenamenqn. Upon entry, they lack any pre-

H\determined of legitimized model of apprOpriateAss" upon which they can base

either sexual or professional behavior`. The only molels'as described in. the
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matrix reflect traditional characteristics which are limited or misleading

their nature. If the female was characterized in a'ney professor position

ing

.

s (1) "attractive", (2) young in relationship to others, (3) feminine, (4)

gressive, and (5) competent, it would be impossible t- O'assign her an appro-

priate female. model. A sex role incongruency occurs and provides one explana-

tion for the high degree of anxiety and frustration among female professionals

in educational leadership. 18

IV Suggestions for Female Professors

Of course, the, professorship only provides a vehicle in,a partic ar type

of organization for a much larger issue context.'-The focus upon the i ernal

conversion processed of t.be organization suggests continued sexuality con-
.

fusion and induction conflict for females, no matter how affirmative action

alters the gatekeeping aspects of male/female faculty'ratio. Bluntly, there

is an inherent female sexuality "inappropriateness" based upon the specialness

of male induction to mediate professorship incongruencies. Female attempts to

get special male entry cards or to hope sexuality confusion will abate seem

fruitless. We suggest that the best efforts to achieve true "peei44.-"standing

would be to not try to fight fire with fire. At first blush, it seems logical

that if sexuality is the core problem then it should be tackled head on (par-
,

ticularly among professions where you can appeal to "reason" and."logic").

However, this article tries to demonstrate that, the core of the/Confusion is

so deep seated that female "inappropriateness" is an inherent (even subcon.7

scious) "given" in induction.

We feel a non-sexual "Peer"%acceptance may be possible/by concentrated

effort to shift focus to another point of newcomer difference with precedent.

While sexual confusion would remain,the female professor Could*(1)onserve
AMP ,

10
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,the energy'that would have gone into attempts to redress sexual discrimination

and (2) construct a more manageable, fair arena to try and achieve acceptance.

For example, if a female professor with high technical skills.(eg. research

methodology) could find ways that those skills'could;be valuable to nontechnical

male colleagues, sexuality can be downplayed aS a basis for inappropriateness.

Further, the conscious building of new reward payoff expecta6s to achieve

an acceptance of colleagues on non-sexual grounds (eg. joiniliconsulting efforts)

may,begin nn w induction processes. %e prefer to believe male induction was a

thethod created to smooth professorship expectations before the time 'of its use

as a tool of sexual discrimination. We'further believe there are'many male

professors that,use and tacitly support the speOial prOceSses of male. induction

who are also very embarrassed by its functio and-are looking for afternaiies.19

In many organiz tional contexts, the issue of "appropriateness" is decided by

sizing.up a ituation, going to war and winnfhg,or losing. Perhaps the message

from thi perspective of "femininity." in organizations is the necessity of

creating a new battlefield.

1
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